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Daily tickets cost € 8.00 valid for 24 hours from the time of punching, allowing you to move from the centre of Varese for
a tour of Parks, Castles, Liberty Villas and the sumptuousness of the SACRO MONTE (SACRED MOUNT). Venture out
into the green of our valleys and the blue of our lakes, in an explosion of colour and cultural artistic panoramas as you
follow the ups and downs of our “EXPERIENCE” routes.
The 11 itineraries are just a starting point and a suggestion that we wish to give tourists for visiting and becoming the protagonist
in touring the Varese area. Visitors can conveniently choose and download the free App CTPI from their smartphones, take
a look at the recommended itinerary or decide which other routes to take for discovering the area.
ITINERARY 8 SUBURBAN
A walk on the lake
LINE N 11
Porto Ceresio-Ponte Tresa
Departure from Piazzale Kennedy - Varese
ESTIMATED TIME INDICATIVE OF 4 HOURS

...A WALK ON THE LAKE BETWEEN ITALY AND SWITZERLAND
CERESIO - LAKE LUGANO
Lavena, directly on Lake Lugano and the River Tresa.
A panorama which forcenturies has attracted tourists to the lake and the picturesque narrow walkway at Lavena that divides the two basins, and the
Saturday morning market that fills the whole centre of the village.
From here, the Ceresio, also known as Lake Lugano, is revealed precisely for what it is: a long meandering glacial basin, which appears and disappears like
a fjord between the mountains of Switzerland and Italy.

ITINERARY 9
Farm on the lake
LINE N 23
Departure from piazzale Kennedy with line VARESE-VARANO BORGHI-SESTO CALENDE,
stop at BOTTEGA LOMBARDA,
300 mt from Fattoria GAGGIO
ESTIMATED TIME INDICATIVE OF 6 HOURS

A WALK IN THE FARM BESIDE THE LAKE
SHOP LOMBARDA - FARM GAGGIO
A nice day to spend outdoors, visiting the BOTTEGA LOMBARDA for a break at the restaurant with a menu full of the fresh foods of the season, or go down
to pet the farm animals, enjoy typical local dishes and homemade ice cream and then rent a bike for a pleasant ride along the bike path of Lake Varese.
The fittest can travel around the whole ring for a total of 28 km.

For information:
c/o MalpensaFiere - Via XI Settembre, 16 - 21052 Busto Arsizio . VA . Italy - ph. +39 347.4016737 - ph. +39 335.439208
www.varese4business.com - info@varese4business.com pre-expo@varese4business.com

